SECTION TWOAccucraft Cab Forward (AC-12) Upgrade: Dog Bone Steam Joint
Thanks to the work of Gordon Watson, Ryan Bednarik and Jeff Redeker; this DYI sheet
can help owners of the Accucraft AC-12 upgrade their fine steam locomotives in areas
that can improve performance and/or prevent premature failures.
There are several mechanical and structural areas on the Accucraft Cab Forward that
could be improved. These improvements would be necessary for the betterment of
running characteristics, overall functioning and preventative of premature wear and
tear. Based on this premise we offer a series of key areas that will enhance your
AC-12 for the long term: crosshead and guide, rear engine flex joint,
cylinders/passageways, combination levers and suspension.
If you have any questions feel free to post them here or contact us at:
www.realsteamservices.com
tr3services@gmail.com

Dog Bone flexible steam joint:
The OEM part are supplied by Accucraft can become distorted and fail. The moment of
failure can be seen immediately under the smokebox with smoke, oil, steam and loss of
power to the engine, coupled with a large hissing sound. Unfortunately, there is no
way to save the part except to replace the tubing. The photo below shows a distorted
and malfunctioning line.

The completed mechanical pivot (hereinafter known as a dog bone) is combined with an
oil line separated from the superheater to avoid coking of the oil and premature
failure of the dog bone O-rings.

There are three components that make up the dog bone flex joint:
The photo below reference points: to the left is the 90* cup (with oil line attached)
that connects to the superheater; center is the dog bone that channels the steam
through the second cup located on the valve chest tee.

The dog bone general information:
Stock- ¼” brass rod
Length- 38 mm long
Taper to ball ends- 3.2 mm
Ball end- 5.5 mm length
“O” rings*- 3.0 mm x 2.0mm**

Passageways- 2.0 mm id entire length
*Black Fluoride or clear silicon o-rings should be fitted as these provide the longest
life span and the greatest resistance
**Periodic inspection of the o-rings in the dogbone flex joint is recommended to keep
track of their wear rate. Replace the o-rings when the dogbone can slide without any
resistance from one end of the cup to another.

Turn from ¼” stock to dog bone unit:

The next component to be made is the 90* cup that receives the superheated steam and
oil that is passed through the dog bone onto the next junction at the valve block.

General builder specifications for the “90*” cup (right in above photo):

It is imperative that we note all joints marked for solder should be Silver brazed
together.
90* cup with oil line in the photo below:

Once all the components are filled then another consideration is to modify or meter
the lubricator to allow for better oil distribution to each engine. A separate feed to
each engine outside the super heaters is preferred to promote longer superheater and
valve/piston seal life. The separate feeds also allow direct injection of oil into the
dogbone, keeping it cool and allowing the o-rings to stay lubricated, important with
superheated steam. Note that the lubricator in the photo below was rebuilt with new
pipe (5/8” ID, ¾” OD) that has a thinner ID, allowing for a larger capacity:

The first retrofit of these units onto a Cab Forward was performed by Gordon Watson.
The prototype unit has been running since August 2008 without failure at many public
events (e.g. Cabin Fever, Trainfest, ECLSTS).
Now that we have gotten the steam and oil to the proper location with better passage
opening it is on to the heart of the locomotive: cylinders and valves.

